
How to create maths trails for your school: guidance 
and a worked example 

 

What is a maths trail? 
A Maths Trail is an organised walk through an area close to school where pupils can 

experience maths in the real world by doing maths challenges based on the environment around 

them. Maths Trails exploit the advantages of outdoor learning and are particularly suited for 

collaborative experiences. 

More information and inspiration is available at https://mathcitymap.eu/en/ which is also a Maths 

Trail platform. 

 

Step-by-step guidance 
 

1. Define the interactions possible and appropriate for your school community.  

a. If you are planning to use mobile devices that need a data connection, are you sure 

your intended audience has these devices? Are you in a location with reliable wifi? If 

not, is the amount of data you’re expecting users to download reasonable?  

b. If your intended audience is unlikely to have a mobile device, you should consider 

another method e.g. a pen and paper version. 

c. Are you sure that the trail you are planning will be safe? For example a mixture of 

speed, distraction, and crossing roads would not be appropriate. 

This case study (Maths Around Anderston Primary (MAAP)) was specifically interested in 

involving adults with their children’s learning and therefore a solution which required the 

use of a (parent’s or older sibling’s) mobile phone was appropriate. This approach also 

ensures that children are appropriately supervised on the maths trail. 

 

2. Decide what sort of content will make up your maths trail and how it will be delivered. 

a. What sort of maths topics will you focus on? Counting? Arithmetic? Areas? Algebra? 

b. Have in mind a specific audience (e.g. Level 2) but bear in mind that players can 

work collaboratively. 

c. Will it be more like a treasure hunt where solving questions/problems leads to the 

next clue? Or will it be more quiz-based (e.g. multiple-choice, open-ended questions, 

uploading content) whilst being linked to particular outdoor locations? 

MAAP was intended to situate the maths learning in real-world locations, therefore the 

content was designed around using the outdoor locations to propose (or answer) quiz-like 

questions. Several trails were created, some aimed at a specific topic (areas and volumes) 

and some more generic, relying on the fact that adults would help younger children with 

solving the problems, where necessary. In fact, this was designed into some of the trails as 

it was a core intention of the project. 

https://mathcitymap.eu/en/


3. Have a look at the free apps available and make sure they fit the functionality you need. You 

can search for yourself, using terms like ‘orienteering’ or ‘scavenger hunt’. The apps 

considered for this project were Huntzz, Goosechase, and Actionbound. Make sure also that 

they are likely to be unproblematic for your players to download (and free at the point of 

use). 

Actionbound was selected for its close fit to our needs. The rest of this document will refer 

to Actionbound in the worked example. 

4. Plan your route. 

a. Make sure the route is safe and manageable by your intended audience. If children 

will be using their own phones then eliminate crossing roads, for example. 

b. Make sure it’s not too long, solving the puzzles will take time and slow down the 

route to be walked. 

c. Decide how you want the route to be undertaken (e.g. in a set order, or flexible 

stages). This is linked to the functionality offered by your chosen app. 

d. Consider how the route itself could be used to reinforce your learning content (e.g. 

could you ask players to estimate how many steps they have taken between two 

points?) 

MAAP has 3 maths trails, and only 1 road crossing in total. Each take between 20 and 40 

minutes, with the one aimed at younger children being shorter in both distance and time. 

All three make strong use of the environment itself as well as the navigation to emphasise 

learning content. 

5. Walk the route, noting down points of particular interest.  

a. These will become your ‘nodes’ as you guide players through the route.  

b. This step is in conjunction with step 6 e.g. you might identify a fun location and then 

think of content related to both the location and your learning outcomes. 

Conversely, you might have a very particular learning outcome and then find a local 

point which perfectly fits your maths activity. 

c. Define where each of your ‘nodes’ (or clues, or focus points) will be. Make sure they 

are not too close together if relying on GPS navigation, especially if it’s likely to be 

cloudy or is near tall trees/buildings. Also ensure each of your ‘nodes’ is in a safe 

place and doesn’t encourage anyone to step into a road or similar. 

d. Ensure you have enough ‘nodes’ to guide your players around the trail without 

getting lost. Unless navigation is specifically one of your learning outcomes, make 

the navigation itself as simple as possible. (When testing, get someone who does not 

already know the route to test the trail). 

MAAP uses playgrounds and road signs to talk about shapes, areas, etc. The nodes are 

close enough to guide the walk at every stage – sometimes this causes problems with GPS 

though so be sure to test your own nodes well. 

6. Link the content you want to deliver to real-world locations. 

a. Learning outdoors isn’t just about taking learning outside, without changing it. Use 

the environment well, for example use landmarks, roadsigns, trees, buildings that 

are specific to each location as the means to deliver the learning content. This is not 

only more meaningful to learners, it gives a more integrated understanding of the 

maths all around us. 



b. Linking learning content to the environment also gives players a heightened sense of 

the relevance of the topic to their lives. 

c. Don’t be afraid to prompt discussion between players for issues that don’t have a 

set answer, this will enhance interpretation and learning. 

d. Match each of your learning outcomes to the most appropriate node on the route 

you have planned. 

One of the MAAP trails asks players to collect data (about vehicles going past) and then 

prompt a discussion about who might be interested in this data and how it might be used. 

Others explicitly link historical or geographical learning with maths activities, e.g. using the 

statue and related dates of Charles Rennie Mackintosh. General maths activities that aren’t 

linked to specific locations were used as ‘spacers’ in nodes that serve more as navigational 

aids than as focus points. The trail that uses road signs as shapes asks families to discuss 

the differences between differently shaped signs. 

7. Make sure you are clear about WHO the trail is for, how long it takes, and what it’s about in 

the overall description. This will help to attract the right audience and prevent anyone being 

disappointed by a trail that is not suitable for them. 

MAAP trails are all well described in both the app description and in the information given 

out to parents beforehand. This includes, length, age, and topic covered. 

8. Publicise your trail well, in modes that your school community uses. 

MAAP was publicised via the school blog, twitter, facebook, and email direct to the parents. 

However it was also given out as a printout to take home as many parents do not use social 

media. It was launched during Maths Week to increase take-up and prizes were offered as 

an incentive (possible due to a small grant from Maths Week Scotland). 


